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Abstract: The degree of insensitivity to atmospheric turbulence was
evaluated for five metrics (A-, B-, E-weighted sound exposure level,
Stevens Mark VII Perceived Level, and NASA’s Indoor Sonic Boom
Annoyance Predictor) that correlate to human annoyance from sonic
booms. Eight N-wave shaped sonic booms from NASA’s FaINT exper-
iment and five simulated “low-boom” sonic booms were turbulized by
Locey’s ten atmospheric filter functions. The B-weighted sound expo-
sure level value changed the least due to the turbulence filters for twelve
of thirteen booms. This makes it the most turbulence stable metric
which may be useful for quiet supersonic aircraft certification.
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1. Introduction

Since 1973, civil supersonic transportation over land has been prohibited because of
the loudness and annoyance of sonic booms.1 Due to technological advances in aircraft
design, this prohibition may soon be coming to an end. New aircraft are being devel-
oped that produce low amplitude sonic booms or “low-booms.”2–6 These aircraft
designs aim to reduce the loudness of N-wave-type pressure signatures associated with
traditional supersonic aircraft. N-waves develop due to nonlinear propagation effects
where higher amplitude acoustic pressure travels at a faster speed than low amplitude
acoustic pressure.7 Traditionally, spikes in the near-field pressure field around the air-
craft coalesce into a single high amplitude shock with a short rise time. The human ear
is sensitive to abrupt changes in pressure, so this shock wave is typically loud and
annoying. The new low-boom aircraft are expected to have much longer and smoother
rise times which contain less high frequency energy.2,4 This results in booms that are
less annoying to the human ear. These aircraft may have booms with permissible loud-
ness levels to fly commercially at supersonic speeds over land.

Progress on developing acceptable supersonic overland transport has been
complicated by the current lack of an acceptable loudness standard. Supersonic aircraft
designers currently do not have an official, internationally agreed upon supersonic air-
craft regulatory noise standard (and loudness level) to confidently pursue without risk.
Strides are being taken by NASA, the FAA, and many partners from the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to develop a certification standard that defines
permissible loudness levels of low-boom aircraft. Results from a study compiled by
Loubeau et al. found metrics that correlated highly with human perception of sonic
booms.8 Loubeau’s results narrowed down a list of many loudness and annoyance met-
rics to five potentially viable metrics. These metrics are the A-, B-, and E-weighted
sound exposure level (ASEL, BSEL, and ESEL),9,10 the Steven’s Mark VII Perceived
Level (PL),11 and the Indoor Sonic Boom Annoyance Predictor (ISBAP).8 These met-
rics are described in detail below.

A notable issue for developing a certification standard and method for mea-
suring this standard arises from turbulence in the atmosphere. As sonic booms from
aircraft propagate toward the ground, the acoustic signal encounters eddies caused by
convection as well as chaotic changes in local wind speed, air temperature, and chemi-
cal make-up.12 The turbulence can cause focusing or defocusing of the sonic boom
which can change the boom’s amplitude and fine structure. Since these factors affect
perception of the boom, development of a certification standard becomes difficult. If
the boom’s propagation is thought about in the context of ray acoustics, each acoustic
ray from the sonic boom travels on a path through different turbulent conditions.
Because of this, sonic boom pressure signatures measured using microphones on the
ground are different at different locations even though nothing about the aircraft or its
speed has changed.13 This is true for measurements made along a flight track and for
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multiple flights of the same aircraft over the same measurement location. Thus, atmo-
spheric turbulence complicates the process for determining whether a certain aircraft is
quiet enough to be accepted by communities because each occurrence may sound dif-
ferent from the same aircraft.

It is the goal of the current study to identify which of the five viable metrics is
most turbulence stable, or the metric whose value changes the least due to changes in
atmospheric turbulence. Because a single aircraft will experience varying atmospheric
conditions from flight to flight, a metric whose value does not change significantly due
to these turbulence effects could be desirable. Since the five metrics chosen were shown
to correlate with human annoyance from sonic booms, the most turbulence stable of
these may be a good candidate for certifying that supersonic aircraft are acceptably
quiet for overland flight.

2. Methods

2.1 Overview

Experimental N-wave and simulated low-boom signatures were turbulized by a set of
ten atmospheric filters created experimentally in 2007 by Locey and Sparrow.14–16 The
process of turbulization is defined as passing the acoustic waveform through one of
Locey’s atmospheric filters which are described in Sec. 2.2. The filters encompass the
linear physical effects of the atmosphere on the sonic boom waveforms. The metric
values of the signatures were calculated before and after turbulization, and then their
difference was calculated. The changes in metric values are due to the changes in the
waveform from propagation through the atmosphere. Because there are ten atmo-
spheric filters, each signature had ten of these difference values for each metric. These
difference values’ standard deviation was calculated for each metric. This process was
undertaken for a variety of sonic boom signatures from experiment and simulation.
Shown by its standard deviation, the expected variation in the metric’s difference val-
ues pre- and post-filter express the change in human-correlated perception of the
booms propagated through different atmospheric conditions. Thus, the metric with the
lowest standard deviation of difference values is the most turbulence stable and may
be useful for certification of quiet supersonic aircraft. A low standard deviation of dif-
ference value implies that the metric is insensitive to changes in atmospheric
turbulence.

2.2 Atmospheric filters

In 2007, a set of ten atmospheric filters were created by Locey and Sparrow. These fil-
ters were created by measuring sonic booms above the turbulent boundary layer of the
atmosphere and then at the ground. To do this, a microphone-equipped sailplane flew
above the turbulent boundary layer of the atmosphere and measured each sonic boom.
Then the same sonic boom was recorded with ground microphones. From these two
input-output measurements, it is possible to create a filter. The atmosphere was treated
as a linear finite impulse response filter, and filter coefficients were generated for ten
different turbulent sonic boom paths. Unfortunately, the atmospheric conditions were
not measured by NASA during the experiment in which the ten filters were generated.
These ten filters are a limited sample of possible atmospheres through which booms
may propagate.

By utilizing these filters, it is possible to estimate the effect of turbulence on
other supersonic waveforms. For example, these filters can be applied to booms that
are generated by computational fluid dynamics simulations and nonlinear propagation
simulations to estimate turbulence effects on the signatures. Locey’s filters can also be
applied to experimentally measured sonic booms that appear to be minimally affected
by turbulence. Experimentally measured booms, even with low amounts of obvious
turbulence effects, have already passed once through the turbulent boundary layer, so
applying these filters extends the turbulent propagation path. Both experimental con-
ventional N-wave type and CFD-generated/computer propagated next-generation
supersonic low-boom signatures were turbulized by Locey’s filters in the current study
to determine which metric is the most turbulence stable.

The high amplitude of sonic boom pressure waveforms and the long propaga-
tion path length from the aircraft to the ground necessitate careful consideration about
the validity of using linear filters to approximate nonlinear acoustic propagation. The
creation of each filter used in this study embedded any nonlinear propagation effects
along the path from the sailplane to the ground into the linear transfer function.
Including nonlinearity in the filters some other way would be much more complicated.
The issue with using linear filters to represent nonlinear processes is that the shape of
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other input waveforms would result in different amounts of nonlinear steepening and
stretching.

The planetary boundary layer of the atmosphere is where most of the effects
of turbulence take place on the sonic booms. Since the planetary boundary layer is typ-
ically the “lower few thousand feet”12 (lower few kilometers) of Earth’s atmosphere, it
is a relatively small distance through which the boom propagates compared to the total
propagation path which may be well over thirty-two thousand feet (9.7 km) for super-
sonic aircraft. Additionally, propagation through the boundary layer is the last section
of the path before the boom is heard on the ground. Therefore, the filters have
assumed that the majority of nonlinear propagation effects have already occurred
before the sonic boom reaches the planetary boundary layer. By comparing sailplane-
measured boom data to the ground-measured boom data in Figs. 4.13 and 4.15,
respectively, of Ref. 14, the shock-to-shock boom duration for propagation through
the boundary layer is nearly constant. Thus, the linear filter approximation appears to
be valid given the minimal boom lengthening of the N-waves used to generate the fil-
ters. Because the sonic booms used in the filter generation process had already steep-
ened into N-waves at the sailplane, they may not approximate steepening that would
occur for low-boom waveforms. Reiterated, these filters do not include nonlinear prop-
agation effects. In the future, it may be worth exploring other techniques that include
nonlinearity explicitly without resorting to a linear approximation.

2.3 Metrics

2.3.1 Sound exposure level

The sound exposure level (SEL) is given by

SEL ¼ 10 log10
1
t0

ðt2

t1

p2 tð Þ
p0

2 dt; (1)

where t0 is a reference time interval of 1 s, t1 and t2 are the time at the beginning and
end of the pressure signal, pðtÞ is the pressure signal as a function of time, and p0 is
the reference pressure for air, 20 lPa. The sound exposure level is a metric describing
the power in an acoustic signal in a given time interval. The sonic boom pressure sig-
natures in this experiment were frequency weighted so that the ASEL, BSEL, CSEL,
or ESEL could be calculated. Note that CSEL by itself is not one of the metrics that
was found to correlate with human perception of sonic booms. However, it is a com-
ponent of the indoor sonic boom annoyance predictor metric described below which
did correlate. The frequency weighting curves9 applied to the acoustic waveform are
shown in Fig. 1(a) over the typical range of human hearing, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

2.3.2 Stevens Mark VII perceived level

The perceived level predicts how loud a reference tone must be in order to be judged
the same loudness as noise of known band-levels. It is calculated by

PL ¼ 32þ 9 log2St; (2)

where St is the total loudness which is calculated by

St ¼ Sm þ F
X

S � Sm

� �
; (3)

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) The weighting functions that are applied to the sonic boom pressure signatures to
calculate the frequency weighted sound exposure levels. (b) The range of metric values of the pre-turbulized
N-waves and low-booms.
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where Sm is the loudness of the loudest band, S is the loudness of an individual
band, and F is a value that is dependent on the value of Sm (refer to Appendix A in
Ref. 11). The individual band loudnesses are calculated by

S ¼ kðE � E0Þ1=3 (4)

where E is the square of the sound pressure in the band, E0 is the square of the pres-
sure at a sound pressure level of �3 dB re: 20 lPa or about 2� 10�10 Pa2, and k is a
value that depends on the band frequency and converts the band pressure level to per-
ceived magnitude in sones (refer to Fig. 1 in Ref. 11).

2.3.3 Indoor sonic boom annoyance predictor

The indoor sonic boom annoyance predictor is a metric recently developed by NASA
to determine boom annoyance for humans inside buildings. It is calculated by

ISBAP ¼ PLþ 0:4201 ðCSEL � ASELÞ; (5)

where CSEL is the C-weighted sound exposure level8 and PL is the Stevens Mark VII
perceived loudness from Eq. (2).

2.4 Determining metrics’ atmospheric turbulence stability

Eight ground-measured sonic booms of various rise times and peak amplitudes from
the Farfield Investigation of No-boom Threshold (FaINT)17 experiment were chosen
to be turbulized by Locey’s atmospheric filters. While the goal of FaINT was to study
lateral cutoff and Mach cutoff phenomena, there were several N-wave shaped booms
recorded on the ground. The Mach number of the F-18B aircraft used to produce the
booms varied between 1.164 and 1.286. The F-18B flew straight and level at a constant
speed within 0.5% of the mean Mach number for the eight flights chosen here. The
flight altitudes varied between 36 500 and 42 000 ft. (11.1 and 12.8 km) and were level
within 0.2%. An example N-wave shaped boom from FaINT is shown in Fig. 2(a)
along with the results of applying 5 of the 10 atmospheric filters (dashed lines) to the
boom. The dashed lines show the effect of turbulizing the original experimental wave-
form (black line). These are examples of what the original waveform would look like if
it experienced the same turbulent profile as the sonic boom that was used to create
each filter. Note that some of the turbulized waveforms show spiking (e.g., filter 3) and
some rounding (e.g., filter 5) as is typically seen when sonic booms pass through turbu-
lence. In addition to the experimental waveforms, five low-boom signatures from an
industry partner’s CFD simulations were turbulized with the same filters. An example
low-boom signature is shown in Fig. 2(b) along with the results of turbulizing the
boom with five of Locey’s filters.

The technique for evaluating the stability of the metrics is as follows.

(1) Before turbulization, the value of the metrics (ASEL, BSEL, ESEL, PL, and ISBAP)
are calculated for each signature.

(2) Each signature had all of the ten filters applied to it (see Fig. 2, note: only 5 of 10 fil-
tered signatures are shown).

Fig. 2. (a) An example signature and turbulizations from FaINT. The black line shows an original N-wave
shaped sonic boom measured on the ground from the FaINT experiment. This boom is an example of the sonic
booms used for determining metrics’ stability regarding turbulence. The dashed lines show the output of five of
Locey’s atmospheric filter functions. They show spiking and rounding. (b) An example industry partner-
provided low-boom signature and turbulizations. The black line shows an original low-boom signature from an
industry partner’s simulations, and the dashed lines show the results applying an atmospheric filter function to
the original signature.
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(3) The metric values for each of the ten turbulized waveforms were calculated for each
signature.

(4) The difference in metric values between each turbulized signature and original signa-
ture was calculated.

(5) The standard deviation between the sets of ten difference values was calculated for
each metric and for each signature.

(6) Of the variety of metrics analyzed, the metric with the lowest standard deviation for a
variety of sonic boom signatures influenced by turbulence is the most stable.

The ranges of metric values from the non-turbulized FaINT N-waves and
low-boom signatures are shown in Fig. 1(b).

3. Results

The standard deviations for each signature’s sets of the five metrics are shown as histo-
grams in Fig. 3. The B-weighted sound exposure level had the lowest standard devia-
tion for every ground-measured sonic boom from the FaINT experiment. It also had
the lowest standard deviation for four out of five of the simulated low-boom wave-
forms. This makes it the most turbulence stable of the metrics analyzed using the ten
turbulence filters. E-weighted sound exposure level was typically the next lowest stan-
dard deviation among the metrics.

4. Conclusions

With the advances in supersonic aircraft noise reduction comes the possibility of civil
supersonic transport over land. In order for this to happen, a certification standard
must be developed that ensures supersonic aircraft are quiet enough for community
acceptance. Sonic booms sound different based on turbulence encountered along the
acoustic path from the aircraft to the ground, so the certification process is not
straightforward. The current study utilized Locey’s linear atmospheric filters to approx-
imate changes in a sonic boom pressure waveform at the ground due to propagation
through the turbulent boundary layer of Earth’s atmosphere. The goal was to find a
metric whose value changes little with changes in atmospheric turbulence because it
may be a useful metric for the aircraft certification process. It is likely that the limited
number of filters available will not encompass the entirety of the physically realizable
effects of atmospheric turbulence. More filters with known characteristic scales would
be useful to verify the results shown here. However, for 12 of the 13 booms examined
in the current experiment, BSEL had the lowest standard deviation. Its stability makes
BSEL a good candidate for certifying supersonic aircraft for overland civil
transportation.

Fig. 3. (a) The standard deviation of the difference in metric value due to applying Locey’s atmospheric filter
functions for each of the eight FaINT N-waves. BSEL has the lowest standard deviation for all eight signa-
tures. (b) The standard deviation of the difference in metric value due to applying Locey’s atmospheric filter
functions for each of the five low-boom signatures. BSEL has the lowest standard deviation for four out of
five signatures.
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